
RISK INSIGHT – POLICE PURSUITS
Management & Control

“ When a situation falls within the definition 
of a pursuit, officers need to decide whether 
a pursuit is justified, proportionate and 
conforms to the principle of least intrusion” 
COLLEGE OF POLICING (COP), 2013

Fatal RTIs – Source: IOPC 2017/18
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In this inaugural ‘Risk Insight’ article, Edison Motor's Stuart 
Gemmell takes a look at the on-going concerns regarding UK 
Police Force vehicle pursuits, an issue which has previously 
been a cause for concern to UK Police Forces and appears to be 
raising its head again.

Edison Motor has its own views on how this situation can be approached and is 
happy to work with any bluelight fleet to better understand the root causes and 
develop bespoke risk control measures that specifically target a fleet’s issues.

In 2007, following raised concern over the level of deaths and injuries involving 
Police Force vehicles, the Independent Police Complaints Commission (now 
replaced by the Independent Office for Police Conduct (IOPC)) commissioned 
an in-depth review of Police Force road traffic incidents (IPCC, 2007).

From this review 29 recommendations were made with the intention of 
improving Police Force driving performance. That 2007 report stated that:  
“Approximately 40 people die each year in RTIs involving the police with 
the majority of deaths being the result of a Police pursuit”

The graph to the right demonstrates that whilst some reduction was 
indicated briefly from 2011, the upward trend has reestablished itself since 
2014. We can see the number has fluctuated over the past 11 years, but these 
latest figures from the IOPC represent the third highest number of fatal 
Road Traffic Incidents (RTIs) recorded since 2007/08 (IOPC, 2017/18). These 
numbers do not include Police Officer deaths (e.g. for 2017/18 2 Officers died 
in pursuit-related crashes, bringing the total to 31 deaths).
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As in the other years, pursuits account for the majority of the deaths 
in Police Force vehicle incidents. Collisions are classified as ‘pursuit-
related’ if they involve a pursuit, or if the Police Force vehicle was 
driving in the same direction as the target vehicle.

Since the original IPCC report in 2007, much attention has been paid to 
producing more clearly defined policies and practices for managing pursuits, 
not least of which are the COP Authorised Professional Practice Standards 
on pursuits (See College of Policing (2015) Authorised Professional Practice 
on police pursuit). There is also the Police Force National Decision Model 
(NDM), which is used by Police Forces to assist operational officers, planners, 
advisers and commanders in managing their response to a situation in 
a reasonable and proportionate way. The NDM must be applied when 
consideration is being given on whether to pursue a vehicle, and continually 
evaluated during the pursuit. The NDM provides a framework for recording 
command decisions and the rationale behind them.

The Authorised Professional Practice (APP) requires officers to give due 
regard to the purpose and justification of initiating and continuing a 
pursuit. Preventing the pursuit must be a primary consideration – the 
key consideration is whether the pursuit is necessary, balanced against 
threat, risk and harm for which the target is being pursued.

Authorisation to engage in a pursuit can take different forms; as a basic 
requirement, it should be obtained from designated control centre staff. 
However, officers may self-authorise and justify later as per the NDM. In 
such cases, officers must inform control of their driving authority, Police 
Force vehicle used and details of the target vehicle. Officers are trained and 
required to make dynamic risk assessments throughout the pursuit and 
cease if the risks become too high, either to themselves or to the public.

The APP and NDM of course assume that rational, calm decisions will 
always be made by the officers involved in a pursuit. Unfortunately, 
experience and studies into Police driving behaviour demonstrate quite 
clearly that emotional influence can override rational thought and 
adherence to rules, this is despite the high level of skills training that is 
provided to pursuit-authorised drivers. It is easy for officers to succumb 
to these influences and become ‘target focussed’ in certain situations. 

To try and minimise the risk of ‘emotional’ effect on pursuits and maintain 
an objective perspective, Police communications centre supervisors are 
trained in monitoring and controlling pursuits. They have overall control of 
the pursuit and the authority to require discontinuance of it if they judge 
it is becoming unsafe to continue. However, they are of course remote 

and are reliant on the incoming communication from the pursuit vehicle’s 
crew. They have 7 elements they must consider:

 Overall control of the pursuit.
 Constantly risk assess the activity, based on information and 

intelligence received.
 Approve the initial and continued authority for pursuit.
 Ensure tactical drivers have been assigned to support where practicable.
 Identify and agree pursuit commander.
 Consider current level of authority in light of available information 

and advice from other qualified persons (i.e. tactical advisor).
 Order additional units to assist if deemed necessary.

Police Forces are required to de-brief, review and report on each pursuit 
to gather reliable data and learning. This process is still maturing in 
Police Forces but there is no doubt there are signs of improvement. 
A common area of weakness identified through discussions with 
training and operational officers may be low levels of communication 
on pursuit experiences out to front-line officers. Edison Motor believe a 
learning tool to maintain awareness of the risks and the need to remain 
cognisant of the requirements of the APP and NDM is crucial.
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This article and related document links do not purport to be comprehensive or to 
give legal advice. While every effort has been made to ensure accuracy, Volante 
International Limited cannot be held liable for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies 
contained within the article and related document links.

Readers should not act upon (or refrain from acting upon) information in this article 
and related document links without first taking further specialist or professional advice.

“ Officers should not place undue pressure 
on themselves or risk public safety beyond 
their capabilities or those of the vehicle they 
are driving”

OFFICER IN PURSUITCOMMANDS ENVIRONMENT
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STUART GEMMELL MSC

Risk Control Lead

T: +44(0) 7768 189690 
E: stuart.gemmell@volanteglobal.com

With over 25 years working in fleet 
safety education, Stuart is one of the 
most experienced risk practitioners 
in the UK motor market. Previously 
in law enforcement, he has delivered 
comprehensive programmes across all 
vehicle classes and multiple industry 
sectors. He is also a visiting consultant 
to the Driver Research Group at 
Cranfield University.

VOLANTE GLOBAL 
Taking insurance and reinsurance in a new direction
Volante Global (Volante) is a new multi-class international MGA that 
combines best-in-class underwriting power with fully automated, 
data-driven business processes deployed through a single 
consistent platform.

Under the stewardship of a vastly experienced Executive team with 
an exceptional track record of building robust, high-performance, 
well-balanced portfolios, Volante offers clear direction in today’s 
fast-moving re/insurance market.

Volante focuses on scale and diversification, achieved through 
global specialty re/insurance lines of business, with empowered 
underwriting teams – each representing extensive experience across 
all aspects of their particular markets – providing appropriate and 
bespoke solutions to its clients.

Volante’s Technology Centre delivers end-to-end automated 
processes supported by real-time data analytics which enables the 
group to deliver bespoke insurance products while applying rigorous 
cost management and ensuring optimum efficiency. This central 
foundation underpins a high-quality client service.

With robust A to AA+ rated capacity supporting every line of 
business, Volante’s portfolio spans: 

 UK & International Motor (Edison Motor, Gentium Motor)
 Property & Casualty Reinsurance (Horizon)
 Professional and Financial Lines (Bridge Underwriting,  

Volante Financial and Professional Lines)
 UK niche Property & Casualty (Affinity Solutions) 
 European niche Property & Casualty (Bridge Underwriting)
 Emerging Markets Reinsurance (Imara)
 Space Insurance (Aesir Space)
 North America Specialty Lines (Volante Canada)

Volante Global is registered and headquartered in the UK. To find 
out more about Volante, or to arrange a meeting with a member of 
the team, contact us at:

E: info@volanteglobal.com

Pursuits carry a level of danger, this cannot be completely removed. The public expect the 
Police to protect life and property and maintain law and order. Training provided to Police 
drivers in relevant skills for pursuits is world class, however the statistics indicate there is still 
work to be done in terms of addressing the human factors and behaviours that can override 
skills in some situations and that some officers are more prone to emotional effect that others.

Effective and sustained reminders to officers – over and above routine refresher training - are one 
essential element of pursuit risk control that will maintain officer awareness of the risks involved.

At Edison Motor, we are working with various Police Forces across the UK to encourage improved 
and more sustained communication of all driving risks to front-line supervisors and officers.

We are developing educational resources with our partner suppliers which will enable us to 
deliver supplementary training to insureds that target specifically the human factors and 
behaviours which can be the root cause of RTIs.

Our Risk Control Services are proven to improve and enhance risk control measures that can 
lead to a reduction in accident frequency. We believe in truly embracing risk control at Edison 
Motor and are always available to discuss our clients requirements to develop wholly tailored 
risk control programmes where required.

LEARN MORE ABOUT EDISON MOTOR

To find out more about the advantages of working 
with Edison Motor contact a member of our team 
or visit our website:

E: edisonmotor@volanteglobal.com 
W: www.volanteglobal.com
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